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It is well known that there is considerable spatial inhomogeneity in the electrical properties of heart
muscle, and that the many interventions that increase this initial degree of inhomogeneity all make
it easier to induce certain cardiac arrhythmias. We consider here the specific example of myocardial
ischemia, which greatly increases theelectrical heterogeneity of ventricular tissue, and often triggers
life-threatening cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation.
There is growing evidence that spiral-wave activity underlies these reentrant arrhythmias. We thus
investigate whether spiral waves might be induced in a realistic model of inhomogeneous
ventricular myocardium. We first modify the Luo and Rudy @Circ. Res. 68, 1501–1526 ~1991!#
ionic model of cardiac ventricular muscle so as to obtain maintained spiral-wave activity in a
two-dimensional homogeneous sheet of ventricular muscle. Regional ischemia is simulated by
raising the external potassium concentration ~@K1] o) from its nominal value of 5.4 mM in a
subsection of the sheet, thus creating a localized inhomogeneity. Spiral-wave activity is induced
using a pacing protocol in which the pacing frequency is gradually increased. When @K1#o is
sufficiently high in the abnormal area ~e.g., 20 mM!, there is complete block of propagation of the
action potential into that area, resulting in a free end or wave break as the activation wave front
encounters the abnormal area. As pacing continues, the free end of the activation wave front
traveling in the normal area increasingly separates or detaches from the border between normal and
abnormal tissue, eventually resulting in the formation of a maintained spiral wave, whose core lies
entirely within an area of normal tissue lying outside of the abnormal area ~‘‘typ e I’ ’ spiral wave!.
At lower @K1] o ~e.g., 10.5 mM! in the abnormal area, there is no longer complete block of
propagation into the abnormal area; instead, there is partial entrance block into the abnormal area,
as well as exit block out of that area. In this case, a different kind of spiral wave ~transient ‘‘type
II’ ’ spiral wave! can be evoked, whose induction involves retrograde propagation of the action
potential through the abnormal area. The number of turns made by the type II spiral wave depends
on several factors, including the level of @K1#o within the abnormal area and its physical size. If the
pacing protocol ischanged by adding two additional stimuli, a type I spiral wave is instead produced
at @K1] o510.5 mM. When pacing is continued beyond this point, apparently aperiodic multiple
spiral-wave activity is seen during pacing. We discuss the relevance of our results for
arrythmogenesis in both the ischemic and nonischemic heart. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics. @S1054-1500~98!02501-4#
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in
the industrialized world . In many individuals, death is
caused by a transient disturbance in the normal rhythm
of the heartbeat „‘‘cardia c arrhythmia’’ …. The tragic fact
in many of these cases is that the heart muscle is not yet
irreversibl y damaged when the arrhythmi a starts up—
prompt treatment to abolish the arrhythmi a soon enough
can lead to a successful outcome. The two most danger-
ous arrhythmia s encountered are ventricular tachycar-
dia, when the ventricles of the heart contract too rapidly,
and ventricular fibrillation , when the individual ventricu-
lar cells contract in an asynchronous fashion. Both of
these arrhythmia s are almost always due to waves of elec-
trica l activity circulatin g in the ventricular muscle „‘‘re-
entry’’ …. I t has been suggested recently that spiral waves
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„‘‘rotors,’ ’ ‘‘reverberators,’ ’ ‘‘vortices’’ …, a form of self-
sustained reentrant activity that has been described in
many excitable media, might be responsible for these ar-
rhythmias. However, experimental and modeling work
on spiral waves in cardiac muscle has, so far , largely
dealt with homogeneous systems. Since inhomogeneities
are known to play a role in the induction of reentrant
rhythm s in normal hearts as well as in diseased hearts,
we investigate amodel of an inhomogeneous sheet of ven-
tricula r muscle. We find that two different forms of
spiral-wave activity can be induced. In both cases, the
presence of the inhomogeneity is critica l in initiatin g the
spiral-wave activity . However, in only one of the two
cases is the presence of the inhomogeneity crucial in
maintaining the spiral-wave activity.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and
ventricular fibrillation can have very serious consequences
for an individual. These malignant arrhythmias are almost
always due to self-perpetuating circulating wave fronts of
electrical activity within the ventricular muscle.1–4 The clas-
sic ‘‘head-eat-tail’’ circus movement type of reentry5–8 has
historically been assumed to be the mechanism underlying
such tachyarrhythmias. In a circus movement, the electrical
activity basically travels around a one-dimensional ring-
shaped structure, with the circumference of the ring being
sufficiently long so that when the wave front encounters the
starting point once again, that area wil l have recovered to an
extent that allows the wave front to successfully traverse that
area once again ~i.e., ‘‘reenter’’!. In recent years, it has been
hypothesized that a different form of reentry—spiral waves
~also called rotors, vortices, autowaves, reverberators!—may
instead be the form of reentrant activity responsible for gen-
erating these arrhythmias.9–15 For example, monomorphic
ventricular tachycardia might be produced by a spiral wave
with a stationary core,9,10,16and polymorphic ventricular ta-
chycardia by a drifting spiral wave.17–19 Ventricular fibrilla-
tion might be associated with a single drifting spiral20,21 or
multiple coexisting spiral waves.22–24 There is also now
some experimental evidence for the existence of spiral waves
in cardiac tissue.18,20,25–31 While there have been many stud-
ies showing that spiral-wave activity is generic in simplified
models of excitable media ~see references in Ref. 32!, there
have been fewer descriptions of spiral-wave activity in two-
dimensional sheets of ventricular muscle modeled by realis-
tic ionic models.17,19,30,33–42 In addition, all of this modeling
has been for homogeneous sheets of muscle: i.e., the cells
making up the tissue are assumed to be identical and to be
connected to one another in a uniform way. However, it has
been known for many years that normal ventricular myocar-
dium is quite inhomogeneous, with large-scale gradients in
electrical properties from the apex to the base of the
ventricles43,44 and from endocardium to epicardium,43,45 as
well as more localized, smaller-scale inhomogeneities.46

There is, in addition, a systematic rotation of the fiber direc-
tion as the myocardium is traversed from epicardium to
endocardium.41 Many of the interventions that make it easier
to induce ventricular arrhythmias also increase the degree of
inhomogeneity present—e.g., stimulation of the sympathetic
nervous system,46,47 hypothermia,46,48 premature
stimulation,46 fast pacing,44 and various drugs.46 In fact, it is
widely believed that there is a causal relationship between
this increased inhomogeneity ~‘‘increased dispersion of re-
fractoriness’’! and the increased incidence of arrhythmias. In
some of these examples, the inhomogeneity is local, in the
sense that it is the dispersion in the electrophysiological
properties of cells within a relatively small neighborhood
around a given point that is increased, and comparable in-
creases are seen at other points in the ventricle.

Myocardial ischemia occurs when the blood supply to
the heart muscle is not sufficient to meet its metabolic de-
mands. Should ischemia be pronounced enough and last for a
sufficiently long time, heart muscle wil l die ~‘‘myocardial
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infarction’’!. The most common cause of myocardial infarc-
tion is the occlusion of a stenosed coronary artery by a clot.
Ventricular arrhythmias frequently occur during the acute
stage of myocardial infarction. There is overwhelming ex-
perimental evidence that these arrhythmias are due to altered
electrophysiological properties caused by hypoxia, acidosis,
increased extracellular potassium concentration ~‘‘hyperkale-
mia’’ !, etc. ~see Ref. 49 for a review!. These include depo-
larization of the resting membrane potential, fall in overshoot
potential and amplitude, shortening of the action potential
duration, slowing of the upstroke velocity and conduction
velocity, and the appearance of post-repolarization refracto-
riness. Thus the inhomogeneity, which in this case is local-
ized to a very specific area of the ventricle, once again plays
a leading role in arrhythmogenesis. We therefore decided to
investigate the effect of introducing a localized inhomogene-
ity representing the ischemic area into an otherwise homoge-
neous sheet of ventricular myocardium. The extracellular po-
tassium concentration was raised within that area to create
the inhomogeneity.

METHODS

Choic e of ioni c model

A fundamental decision to be taken upon embarking on
modeling of reentry is the choice of ionic model, since there
are now many ionic models of ventricular muscle
available.50–62 The first seven of these papers describe ‘‘first-
generation’’ models, all of which are modifications of the
original Beeler–Reuter ~BR! model.50 They are much sim-
pler that the latter six ‘‘second-generation’’ models. The ma-
jor difference is that the second-generation models have con-
centrations of several of the ionic species that vary in time
~rather than stay fixed!, internal Ca11 dynamics ~involving
Ca11 uptake by and release from sarcoplasmic reticulum!,
and Na1–K1 pump and Na1–Ca11 exchange currents. We
decided against using a second-generation model for two
main reasons. First, there are problems of flux balance with
the second-generation class of models that can lead to slow
drifts in the concentrations of ions.63 For example, prolonged
periodic stimulation at a BCL of 1000 ms of the second-
generation atrial model64 leads to a continuing depletion of
internal @K1# in time that shows no sign of asymptoting after
1000 s of simulation ~Xu and Guevara, unpublished!. While
there have been recently a few papers published showing
reentrant activity in second-generation models,37,39,40,65,66we
have chosen not to work with models that show such drifts at
the present time, because of the risk that these slow drifts
might produce artefactual results ~e.g., slow changes in re-
fractory period or in conduction velocity leading to wave
front separation! in long-lasting simulations, such as our
own, in which many beats are involved. Second, since the
investigation of reentry in ionic models is relatively new, it is
perhaps prudent to first investigate simpler models, where it
wil l be easier to gain insight into the fundamental ionic
mechanisms involved.

The question now arises of which of the first-generation
models to use. The original ‘‘first-generation’’ ventricular
ll Rights Reserved.
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model, the BR model,50 which has been used in several pa-
pers modeling spiral waves19,33,36,38has an upstroke velocity
of the action potential of ;100 V s21.50,67 Because of the
inhomogeneity of the heart, the experimentally reported in
situ values span a wide range. In one report on guinea-pig
ventricle, the average value in epicardial muscle was
110 V s21, while the average value in endocardial muscle
was 248 V s21.43 A value as high as ;400 V s21 has been
estimated using an optical fluorescence method.68 The BR
value is thus at the lower end of the experimentally reported
range. The Luo and Rudy ~LR! model55 has a maximum
upstroke velocity of ;300 V s21, which is toward the upper
end of the experimentally reported range. The LR model is
among the more recent of the first-generation models, and
has thus far been used in about a score of modeling
studies.29,69,70In addition, it allows for alteration of the ex-
ternal potassium concentration ~@K1#o), which is the param-
eter we change to simulate the effect of ischemia. We there-
fore chose the LR model as our basic model in these, our
first, simulations of reentry in an ionic model of ischemic
muscle. To obtain persistent spiral-wave activity, we modify
the LR equations by changing three parameters away from
their standard values ~see the Results section!. Unless stated
otherwise, we use the nominal value @K1#o55.4 mM used in
Luo and Rudy ~1991!55 that is close to the physiological
value.

While, as noted above, there have been many studies
published using the LR model, there are inconsistencies be-
tween the results presented in Luo and Rudy ~1991!55 and the
equations given in Table I of that paper. Using the equations
in the table, one does not obtain the results shown in Fig. 2
of the paper, showing that there is adiscrepancy with respect
to the inwardly rectifying potassium current (I K1). Since ini-
tial conditions were not given, it is not possible to verify the
results shown in the other figures of that paper ~with the
exception of Fig. 1, which agrees with the results we obtain
using the equations in Table 1!. In our work, we have used
the equations appearing in Table 1 of Luo and Rudy
~1991!.55

Numerica l methods

We simulate a two-dimensional sheet of isotropic ven-
tricular muscle using the cable equations

S ]2V

]x2 1
]2V

]y2 D5rSvS Cm

]V

]t
1I ionD , ~1!

where V is the transmembrane potential ~mV!, I ion is the total
ionic current (mA cm22), t is time ~ms!, x and y are spatial
coordinates in the sheet ~cm!, Cm is the specific membrane
capacitance (1 mF cm22), r is the bulk cytoplasmic resistiv
ity ~0.2 kV cm!, Sv is the surface-to-volume ratio
(5000 cm21). An explicit Euler scheme is used for the nu-
merical integration of Eq. ~1!,
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where Vi j is the voltage of the element located at node ( i , j ),
Dx and Dy are the spatial step sizes, and Dt is the temporal
step size. In iterating from time t to time (t1Dt), I ion in Eq.
~2! is calculated from V(t) and the activation and inactiva-
tion variablesj i evaluated at time t1Dt,

j i~ t1Dt !5j i~`!2@j i~`!2j i~ t !#e2Dt/t i, ~3!

wherej i(`) is the steady-state or asymptotic value of j i and
t i is the time constant of j i , both of which are functions of
V. Both j i(`) and t i are stored in a look-up table using
increments in V of 0.2 mV, and linear interpolation is used to
obtain the values on the right-hand side of Eq. ~3!. A simple
forward Euler scheme is used to evaluate the internal cal-
cium concentration (@Ca11# i),

@Ca11# i~ t1Dt !5@Ca11# i~ t !1
d@Ca11# i~ t !

dt
Dt. ~4!

We use a 1003100 grid, with Dx5Dy50.025
cm.29,33,36,38Thesheet size is thus 2.5 cm32.5 cm. Thespace
constant ~l! here at @K1#o55.4 mM is 0.6 mm, calculated
from the formula for a one-dimensional cable @l
5(Rm /rSv)1/2, where Rm is the membrane resistance ~3.55
kV cm2)#. We use an integration step size Dt of 0.025
ms.33,38 With these parameters, the linear stability criterion
for the explicit Euler scheme, which is (Dx)2/Dt.4D,
where D5(rSvC)2151023 cm2 ms21 is the diffusion coef-
ficient, is satisfied.71 Using our integration scheme, the maxi-
mum upstroke velocity is 300 V s21 for a propagated planar
wave front in an infinitely rested sheet. Neumann boundary
conditions ~i.e., zero-current flux across edge of sheet! are
used. Stimulus pulses are 1 ms in duration, 300mA cm22 in
amplitude ~;twice the diastolic threshold!, and applied to
the leftmost column of the sheet, unless otherwise stated.

Numerical integration of Eq. ~1! using Eqs. ~2!–~4! was
carried out on an SGI Indigo-2 workstation using programs
written in C ~16 significant decimal places!. Data was stored
at 5 ms intervals in a disk file, unless indicated otherwise.
Black-and-white or colour voltage maps ~GIF or PPM
format! were constructed from this data and downloaded to a
Pentium-based PC. The figures shown below were obtained
by printing out the black-and-white GIF files on a laser
printer ~1200 dpi!. The PPM files were made into
MPEG-format movies using the program CMPEG ~version
1.0!. The original color movies can be obtained from http://
www.physio.mcgill.ca/guevaralab or http://www.aip.org/
epaps/epaps.html.145
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RESULTS

Modificatio n of LR model

Reentrant motion consistent with spiral-wave reentry has
been described in the intact ventricle18,20,26as well as in thin
slices of ventricular muscle a few cm2 in area.27,28,30,72As
with many other simulations using unmodified ventricular
models,19,33,35,36,38we have not been able to obtain main-
tained spiral waves in our simulations with a 2.532.5 cm
sheet using the standard LR model. This might be due to the
wavelength ~the product of conduction velocity and refrac-
tory period! being too large ~perhaps with respect to the
sheet size!, as discussed later. Therefore, we have found it
necessary to modify the LR model in order to obtain persis-
tent spiral-wave activity.

Perhaps the major deficiency of the LR model, which is
a modification of the BR model, is in its description of the
slow inward calcium current I si , which was carried over un-
changed from the BR model. It has been known for a long
time that the time constants of activation (td) and inactiva-
tion (t f) are unrealistically long in the BR model, being
much larger in the model than in the experiment.73,74 We
thus divide both of these time constants by a factor of 12 in
order to bring them closer to the experimentally described
values. This strategy has been previously used to obtain per-
sistent spiral-wave activity in models of the BR type.33,35,38,42

The modified td and t f curves @Fig. 1~a!# are then more
consistent with the experimental data ~experiment: td

52 –5 ms, t f510–50 ms ~Refs. 74 and 75!; model: td

52.7 ms at 235 mV and 1.5 ms at 10 mV, t f511.4 ms at
220 mV and 28.3 ms at 10 mV!. However, with this modi-
fication, the voltage then ‘‘hangs up’’ in the plateau range of
potentials, so that the action potential duration ~APD! re-
mains essentially unchanged. To reduce the APD so as to

FIG. 1. ~a! Time constants for activation (td) and inactivation (t f) of the
slow inward current (I si) in the modified LR model. ~b! Steady-state
current–voltage ~IV ! relationship of total current in original ~broken curve!
and modified ~solid curve! LR models. ~c! Steady-state IV relationships of
individual ionic currents in modified LR model. ~d! Space-clamped action
potentials in the original LR model ~trace 1! and in our modified LR model
~trace 2! from infinite-rest initial conditions. Trace 3 shows action potential
in the modified model in steady state at BCL575 ms ~41st action potential
shown after the start of the simulation from infinite-rest conditions!. Pulse
amplitude550mA cm22, pulse duration 51 ms.
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allow sustained spiral-wave activity, we are forced to made a
second modification, which is to multiply the background
current (I b) by a factor of 1.5, resulting in more repolarizing
current in the plateau range of potentials @Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!#. Further justification for modifying I b , in particular, at
this stage can be found in the Discussion below. The steady-
state current voltage ~IV ! relationship in the modified model
@the solid curve in Fig. 1~b!# is then not too different from
that of the unmodified model ~broken curve!, resembling that
typical of ventricular muscle.76 Figure 1~d! shows that the
space-clamped action potential from infinite-rest initial con-
ditions is markedly reduced in duration in our modified LR
model ~trace 2! with respect to the original LR model ~trace
1!.

Restitution , dispersion , and wavelengt h in
homogeneou s sheet

For any sort of sustained reentrant motion ~e.g., circus
movement, spiral wave! to exist, it is clear that an activated
area must have time to recover ~‘‘come out of refractori-
ness’’! before it is invaded once again.5,7,8 In a classic
‘‘head-eat-tail’’ circus-movement circuit,7,8,77,78the minimal
pathlength that wil l theoretically allow this to occur is thus
given by the product of the conduction velocity and the mini-
mum time possible between two successive activations,
which is termed the refractory period. This minimal path-
length is called the wavelength ~l!. The two most important
parameters controlling reentry are thus the conduction veloc-
ity and the refractory period. @Note that wavelength as de-
fined here is the wavelength of a planar wave, and not the
wavelength of a spiral wave ~‘‘spiral wavelength’’!.#

It is clear from prior modeling work in simplified excit-
able media that the circus-movement and spiral-wave forms
of reentry are related.79 It has been found that the wavelength
measured during fast pacing is comparable to the size of the
reentrant circuit in ‘‘leading-circle’’ reentry,78 which was
initially described in atrial muscle77 and subsequently iden-
tified as spiral wave in origin.14,15,66 Both the
circus-movement80 and spiral-wave ~e.g., Ref. 27! forms of
reentry can produce tachycardia. It is well known in ven-
tricular muscle that decreasing the interval between stimuli
~the basic cycle length or BCL! usually results in a fall in the
APD and the refractory period @compare trace 3
~BCL575 ms! with trace 2 (BCL5`) in Fig. 1~d!#, as well
as in the conduction velocity.80,81Both of these changes con-
tribute to a fall in wavelength. Since we shall be producing
spiral waves by systematically decreasing the BCL, we
therefore made asystematic survey of how APD, conduction
velocity, and wavelength are influenced by BCL in our
modified LR model.

A homogeneous sheet was first paced at BCL51000 ms.
The APD and conduction velocity were measured in the cen-
ter of the sheet. The wavelength was then calculated, replac-
ing the refractory period with APD, since the two are very
close. The BCL was then systematically lowered in a step-
wise fashion, until propagation failed at BCL569 ms. Figure
2~a! shows the APD restitution curve, Fig. 2~b! shows the
velocity dispersion curve, and Fig. 2~c! shows the wave-
length curve. At the shorter BCLs, the curves in Fig. 2 are all
ll Rights Reserved.
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very close to the curves found in guinea-pig ventricular epi-
cardium at an external calcium concentration ~@Ca11#o) of
1.25 mM.80

Spira l wave in a homogeneou s sheet of muscle

Our modifications to the LR model result in a reduction
of APD and wavelength, thus permitting persistent spiral-
wave activity in our 2.5 cm32.5 cm sheet. Figures 3~a!–3~h!
show a spiral wave induced by a modified crossed-gradien
protocol,15–17 in which the left edge of the sheet is stimulated
at t50 ms with the first stimulus ~S1!, and the entire upper-
left quadrant35 is stimulated at t5180 ms with a second
stimulus ~S2!. The period of rotation of the spiral wave is
;75 ms, with the action potential sufficiently away from the

FIG. 2. ~a! Action-potential duration ~APD! restitution curve. APD defined
as the time from 220 mV on the upstroke of an action potential to 280 mV
on the repolarizing limb of action potential. ~b! Velocity dispersion curve.
Conduction velocity calculated from the time between the onset of a stimu-
lus pulse and crossing of 220 mV in the element in the center of the sheet.
~c! Wavelength curve. Computed as the product of APD and velocity. Initial
conditions obtained by setting variables at each element of the sheet to
steady-state values appropriate to a space-clamped cell at t521000 ms,
and then leaving the sheet to asymptotically approach the steady state over
the next 1000 ms. Pacing protocol: BCL51000 ms ~three cycles delivered!,
800–300 s ~two cycles at each BCL!, 200–70 ~five cycles at each BCL!.
Stimuli @current pulses of duration 1 ms and amplitude 300 mA cm22

~;twice the diastolic threshold amplitude!# applied to the column of ele-
ments at the left edge of the sheet. Data points in this simulation are stored
every 1.0 ms.
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core ~the central area not activated on a given turn of the
spiral wave! resembling that shown in Fig. 1~d! ~trace 3!.

While the spiral wave persisted to the end of the com-
putation (t55000 ms), there was meander in the position of
its tip. The position of the tip was estimated by eye, and Figs.
3~i!–3~l! show the trajectory of the tip for several successive
turns of the spiral wave midway through the computation.
With the exception of a brief transient probably due to initial
conditions, the tip stayed in the same general area visited in
Fig. 3 for the ;70 turns that the spiral wave made during the
5000 ms simulation.

Type I spira l wave in an inhomogeneou s sheet of
muscle

As mentioned in the Introduction, ischemia results in
depolarization of the resting membrane potential, fall in
overshoot potential and amplitude, shortening of the APD,
slowing of the upstroke velocity and conduction velocity,
and the appearance of post-repolarization refractoriness. Per-
haps the single most important factor in producing these al-
terations in the action potential is the ischemia-induced el-
evation of @K1#o.82–85 We therefore model the effect of
regional ischemia by simply raising @K1#o in a delimited
subsection of an otherwise homogeneous sheet.

Figure 4 shows the voltage in a resting inhomogeneous
sheet incorporating a 0.75 cm30.75 cm ischemic area. This
simulated ischemic area is visible at the bottom of the sheet,
and is lighter in color than the normal area because the rest-
ing potential is depolarized to about 250 mV as a conse-
quence of @K1#o being set equal to 20 mM in that area. In
contrast, the resting potential in the normal area
~@K1#o55.4 mM! is 287 mV. We chose 20 mM since this is
toward the upper limi t of the range measured in the ischemic
area during the acute phase of experimental myocardial
ischemia.82 Due to the existence of electrotonic interactions,
we obtained approximate initial conditions by the following
procedure: at t521000 ms, variables for each element in the
normal ~resp., ischemic! area were set equal to the steady-
state space-clamped values appropriate to @K1#o55.4 mM
~resp., 20 mM!. The simulation of the sheet was then run for
1000 ms, to allow electrotonic interactions to occur. This
produces a spatially extended border zone centered on the
demarcation line between normal and ischemic tissue ~Fig. 4
shows the situation at t50 ms!. Within this border zone ~ef-
fectively a few space constants wide!, there is a spatial gra-
dient in the voltage and other variables. The gradient in volt-
age is manifested in the fuzziness of the borders of the
ischemic area in Fig. 4. The values of the variables describ-
ing the state of each element in the sheet at t50 ms were
then taken as initial conditions for the simulations we shall
now present.

It has been known for a long time that electrical stimu-
lation can be used to provoke tachyarrhythmias such as ta-
chycardia and fibrillation in both healthy and ischemic
hearts. Indeed, there are several protocols by which this is
routinely accomplished in patients undergoing electrophysi-
ological investigation of their arrhythmias: e.g., a single ex-
trastimulus ~S1–S2 protocol, such as that used in Fig. 3!,
multiple extrastimuli ~e.g., S1–S2–S3 protocol!, ramp pacing
ll Rights Reserved.
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FIG. 3. ~a!–~h! One rotation of a spiral wave in a homogeneous sheet described by modified LR model. Time after the start of the simulation: ~a! 910 ms, ~b!
930 ms, ~c! 940 ms, ~d! 950 ms, ~e! 960 ms, ~f! 970 ms, ~g! 980 ms, and ~h! 990 ms. The spiral wave is induced by a two-pulse (S1–S2) crossed-gradient
protocol, with the first stimulus (S1) delivered to the leftmost column of elements at t50 ms, and a second stimulus (S2) delivered to all elements in the
upper-left quadrant of the sheet at t5180 ms. Stimuli are current pulses of duration 1 ms and amplitude 300mA cm22 ~;twice the diastolic threshold
amplitude!. The same initial conditions are used as in Fig. 2. The gray scale at the bottom gives transmembrane potential. ~i!–~l!: Tip trajectory ~estimated by
hand-and-eye! plotted every 5 ms ~filled circles!. First point plotted is for t52000 ms in ~i!. The white circle indicated by the arrow in panel ~a! above
indicates estimate of the tip-position. Arrows in each panel indicate starting point and direction of trajectory @data is continuous from ~i! through ~l!#. Note that
only a part of the entire sheet is shown.
Copyright ©2001. All Rights Reserved.
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~gradually decreasing BCL!, decremental pacing ~a stepwise
decrease in BCL!, and burst pacing ~a few stimuli at a very
short BCL!. Here we use decremental pacing, which will
result in a progressive reduction in the wavelength as BCL is
decreased @Fig. 2~c!#, and so promote the induction of reen-
trant motions.

The resting inhomogeneous sheet of Fig. 4 is periodi-
cally paced with a train of current pulses applied to the left-
hand row of elements in the sheet. The BCL is held constant
for 1 to 20 pacing intervals, and then suddenly stepped to a
shorter interval. Figures 5~a!–5~d! show the propagation of
the action potential elicited by the first stimulus. The @K1#o

is sufficiently high ~20 mM! so that there is block of propa-
gation of the action potential into the ischemic area @Fig.
5~a!#. The activation wave front thus breaks as it encounters
the ischemic area, developing a‘‘fre e end’’ or ‘‘broken end’’
that attaches or anchors86 to the border between normal and
ischemic tissue @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. This free end, which
somewhat resembles a spiral tip ~arrow in Fig. 5~b!#, curves
around the inexcitable obstacle @Fig. 5~b!# and propagates
out of the bottom of the sheet. Repolarization starts at the
left-hand border of the ischemic area @Fig. 5~c!# and the re-
polarization wave front then spreads out in a more-or-less
radial direction from the ischemic area @Fig. 5~d!#.

The BCL was initially 180 ms, and was reduced step-
wise to 150, 120, 100, 90, 80, 74, and finally 71 ms. Figures
5~e!–5~h! show the propagation of the activation wave front
of the third action potential at BCL571 ms. The conduction
velocity is slowed with respect to that of the first action
potential @Figs. 5~a!–5~d!# because of the presence now of a
rather short excitable gap between this action potential and
the immediately preceding one @Figs. 5~e!–5~g!#. As with the
first action potential @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, the most curved
part of the wave front—again resembling aspiral tip—firmly
anchors within the border zone between the normal and is-
chemic areas as the action potential propagates along the top

FIG. 4. Resting potential in an inhomogeneous sheet containing simulated
ischemic area with @K1#o520 mM ~the lighter area at the bottom of the
sheet!. In the rest of the sheet ~‘‘normal area’’!, @K1#o55.4 mM. Initial
conditions obtained as described in the text.
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@Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!# and the right-hand @ Figs. 5~g! and 5~h!#
margins of the ischemic area, eventually propagating out of
the bottom edge of the sheet. Figures 5~i!–5~l! show the
propagation of the activation wave front of the eighth action
potential at BCL571 ms. Note that the activation wave front
has now definitely separated or detached from the border
zone, and its free-end bears an even closer resemblance to a
spiral tip. The tip then travels in the retrograde direction ~i.e.,
right to left!, eventually encountering the right-hand border
zone, anchoring therein @resulting in a situation similar to
that depicted in Fig. 5~h!#. As stimulation is continued, there
is a progressive beat-to-beat increase in the degree of sepa-
ration @Figs. 5~m!–5~p! show the ninth beat!, but the tip still
always eventually anchors along the right-hand border of the
ischemic area. Finally, the degree of separation becomes suf-
ficiently great by the 11th beat that there is sufficient room
for the spiral tip to avoid contact with the right-hand border
of the ischemic area as it rotates in the clockwise direction. It
thus avoids becoming anchored within the border zone, and
instead rotates up into the upper-right quadrant of the sheet.
A sustained spiral wave—very similar to that seen in the
homogeneous sheet ~Fig. 3!—is then formed, with its core
lying wholly within the normal tissue in the upper-right
quadrant of the sheet. Figures 5~q!–5~t! show the first turn of
the spiral wave, which lasts until the end of the computation,
making about ten turns. Note that there is no activation by

FIG. 5. Type I spiral wave in an inhomogeneous sheet ~@K1#o520 mM in
the ischemic area!. Spiral wave ~type I! produced by the decremental pacing
protocol. See the text for a further description. Time after the start of the
simulation: ~a! 15 ms, ~b! 30 ms, ~c! 95 ms, ~d! 120 ms, ~e! 2765 ms, ~f!
2775 ms, ~g! 2785 ms, ~h! 2800 ms, ~i! 3120 ms, ~j! 3145 ms, ~k! 3150 ms,
~l! 3155 ms, ~m! 3190 ms, ~n! 3205 ms, ~o! 3215 ms, ~p! 3225 ms, ~q! 3400
ms, ~r! 3405 ms, ~s! 3430 ms, and ~t! 3455 ms.
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the spiral wave of the ischemic area, which remains in astate
of complete block. We refer to this type of spiral wave,
whose core lies within the normal area, as a type I spiral
wave, to distinguish it from another form of spiral wave
~‘‘typ e II’’ ! that we shall encounter later.

Mechanis m of inductio n of typ e I spira l wave at
†K1

‡o520 mM

Figure 6 shows frames taken at approximately equiva-
lent times for eight different action potentials when
@K1#o520 mM in the ischemic area, preceding induction of
the type I spiral wave of Fig. 5. It is clear that there is a
complex beat-to-beat positive feedback process, involving
accumulation of refractoriness, decrease in the width of the
excitable gap ~both spatial and temporal!, decrease in con-
duction velocity, and changes in the shape ~especially curva-
ture! of activation and repolarization wave fronts ~most no-
tably in the neighborhood of the upper-right-hand corner of
the ischemic area!. These factors all work to eventual block
propagation ‘‘around the corner’’ of the ischemic area, but
not in the upward-and-to-the-right direction. This can be ap-
preciated quite nicely in Fig. 6~h! @Figs. 6~b!–6~h! show the
last seven paced action potentials#, where there is virtually
no excitable gap left between the bulge of the wave front that
wil l become the spiral tip and the repolarization wave front
of the immediately preceding action potential.

Type II spira l wave in an inhomogeneou s sheet of
muscle

During the first few minutes of regional myocardial is-
chemia, there is a gradual rise in @K1#o to levels as high as
20 mM.82 Due to the prohibitively large computational re-
quirements, we did not systematically explore the entire
range of @K1#o encountered during ischemia ~5.4–20 mM!.
However, Fig. 7 shows a simulation in which @K1#o is set to
10.5 mM in the ischemic area, and the BCL is lowered step-
wise from 180 ms to 150, 120, 100, 90, 80, 74, and 71 ms. At
this level of @K1#o, the resting potential is 268 mV, which
is less depolarized than at @K1#o520 mM, so that the activa-
tion

FIG. 6. Events preceding the induction of a type I spiral wave ~@K1#o

520 mM in the ischemic area!. Note the beat-to-beat decrease in the length
of the excitable gap and the beat-to-beat increase in the curvature of the
activation and repolarization wave fronts. ~a! The 19th action potential at
BCL574 ms; ~b!–~h! the 5th–11th action potentials at BCL571 ms. See
the text for a further discussion. Time after the start of the simulation: ~a!
2485 ms, ~b! 2920 ms, ~c! 2990 ms, ~d! 3060 ms, ~e! 3130 ms, ~f! 3200 ms,
~g! 3270 ms, and ~h! 3340 ms.
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wave front now propagates successfully through the is-
chemic area for all beats when the BCL is sufficiently large
(>80 ms), although the conduction velocity increasingly
slows in both the normal and the ischemic areas as BCL is
decreased. Thus, for the fourth beat at BCL580 ms, a bulge
now appears in this wave front @the arrow in Fig. 7~b!#,
where a free end previously appeared when @K1#o was 20
mM in the ischemic area @see e.g., Fig. 5~b!#. As when
@K1#o520 mM, the repolarization wave spreads out radially
from the left-hand edge of the ischemic area, but the is-
chemic area itself now repolarizes first @Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!#,
since the APD there is shorter than in the normal area ~;45
vs. ;70 ms!. When BCL is reduced from 80 to 74 ms, there
begins to be block of propagation through the lower part of
the ischemic area: not every wave front traveling in the is-
chemic areapenetrates all theway through to the lower right-
hand border of the ischemic area. There is thus ‘‘exi t block’’
out of the lower part of the ischemic area. The normal area
adjacent to the lower right-hand border is then activated by
the wave front that sweeps around the upper-right corner of
the ischemic area. As BCL is stepped from 74 to 71 ms, the
first action potential propagates through the ischemic area
@an activation sequence similar to that shown in Figs. 7~a!–
7~d!#, but the second and third beats show exit block. On the
fourth beat, for the first time in the simulation, we now see

FIG. 7. A type II spiral wave in an inhomogeneous sheet ~@K1#o510.5 mM
in the ischemic area!. The spiral wave ~type II ! produced by decremental
pacing protocol. See the text for a further description. Time after the start of
the simulation: ~a! 975 ms, ~b! 985 ms, ~c! 1010 ms, ~d! 1020 ms, ~e! 2090
ms, ~f! 2095 ms, ~g! 2105 ms, ~h! 2125 ms, ~i! 2380 ms, ~j! 2395 ms, ~k!
2405 ms, ~l! 2415 ms, ~m! 2475 ms, ~n! 2495 ms, ~o! 2505 ms, ~p! 2510 ms,
~q! 2610 ms, ~r! 2620 ms, ~s! 2630 ms, and ~t! 2640 ms.
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entrance block: the middle of the activation wave front
breaks and does not invade the central part of the left edge of
the ischemic area ~‘‘partial entrance block’’ !. On the sixth
beat, there is complete entrance block into the ischemic area
across its left boundary @Figs. 7~e! and 7~f!#. The lower part
of the ischemic area is, however, now, for the first time,
partially invaded by retrograde propagation entering from the
top border @Figs. 7~f! and 7~g!#. On the tenth beat @Figs.
7~i!–7~l!# there is complete entrance block across the left and
top borders of the ischemic area. The size of the retrograde
activation wave front grows @Figs. 7~j!–7~l!#, with increasing
penetration into the ischemic area, until the point comes
where the 11th and last stimulus results in a wave front that
penetrates the ischemic area completely in the retrograde di-
rection @Figs. 7~m!–7~o!#, emerging into the normal area ad-
jacent to the left-hand border of the ischemic area @Fig. 7~p!#.
This spiral wave makes two turns before being extinguished,
with the second turn retogradely traveling through the is-
chemic area in a fashion similar to the first turn. Figures
7~q!–7~t! show the end of the second turn, which dies out
after the spiral tip collides with the bottom boundary @Fig.
7~t!#.

In an intact heart, each of the two nondriven beats would
be identified from the electrocardiogram as aventricular ex-
trasystole or premature ventricular contraction ~PVC!, and a
mapping study would record them as emerging from the is-
chemic area. It is well known that such premature beats can
induce ventricular fibrillation, in which the normal tissue sur-
rounding the ischemic area is involved.49 We refer to this
form of spiral wave whose initiation involves retrograde
propagation through the ischemic area as a type II spiral
wave, to distinguish it from the type I spiral wave described
earlier, which does not involve such retrograde propagation.
It is possible to obtain more than two turns of the type II
spiral wave ~see the Discussion!.

In the computations of Fig. 7 ~and Fig. 8 below!, the
stimulus amplitude is increased to 600mA cm22, because
the stimulus is not always able to produce a propagated re-
sponse at our standard value of 300mA cm22.

FIG. 8. Events preceding induction of a type I spiral wave ~@K1#o510.5
mM in the ischemic area!. ~a!–~h! The 6th–13th action potentials at
BCL571 ms. See the text for a further discussion. Time after the start of the
simulation: ~a! 2095 ms, ~b! 2170 ms, ~c! 2240 ms, ~d! 2310 ms, ~e! 2380
ms, ~f! 2450 ms, ~g! 2520 ms, ~h! 2590 ms.
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Type I spira l wave at †K1
‡o510.5 mM

Should additional stimuli be injected beyond the point in
time at which stimulation was stopped in Fig. 7, the type II
spiral wave wil l not be produced, since each of these addi-
tional stimuli produces an anterograde wave front that col-
lides with the retrograde wave front resulting from the im-
mediately preceding stimulus. Instead, with continued
stimulation, a type I spiral wave eventually forms. Figure 8
shows the sequence of events leading up to the formation of
the type I spiral wave at @K1#o510.5 mM. Once the point in
time is passed at which a type II spiral wave would start
should stimulation be stopped ~e.g., the wave front shown in
Fig. 8~f! would form a type II spiral wave!, the anterograde
wave fronts traveling in the ischemic area collide with retro-
grade wave fronts, producing an area of complete block for
the next beat. In addition, the wave front traveling in the
normal area in Fig. 8~g! is blocked from traveling downward
and to the right by the refractoriness left in the wake of the
preceding action potential ~which retrogradely invaded the
ischemic area!, and so is forced to travel upward and to the
right @Fig. 8~h!#. The wave front shown in Fig. 8~h! thus
evolves into a type I spiral wave that is similar to that seen at
@K1#o520 mM @Figs. 5~q!–5~t!#, except that the ischemic
area, which is now no longer inexcitable at @K1#o

510.5 mM, is activated on each turn of the spiral wave.

DISCUSSION

Modification s to LR model

The LR model has three improvements over the BR
model from which it was modified: ~i! a faster, more realis-
tic, upstroke velocity due to the incorporation of a revised
description of the fast inward sodium current I Na; ~ii ! a more
accurate description of the inwardly rectifying potassium
current I K1 , which involves the introduction of the plateau
potassium current I Kp ; ~iii ! the introduction of @Ko

1] as a
parameter.

We changed three parameters in the standard LR model:
the time constants for activation (td) and inactivation (t f) of
the slow inward current (I si) are divided by a factor of 12,
and the background current (I b) is multiplied by a factor of
1.5. As detailed above, the two changes to I si are well justi-
fied, based on the results of more recent voltage-clamp ex-
periments on the kinetics of the L-type calcium current I Ca,L.
However, this modification on its own results in an APD that
is too long to support a maintained spiral wave. The other
currents in the LR model are I Na, I K , I K1 , I Kp , and I b .
Since the descriptions of I Na, I K , I K1 , and I Kp are quite
plausible in the standard LR model, we decided to modify
I b—which is anyway a composite current representing the
hodgepodge of other currents left in the cell ~e.g., Na–K
pump current! once one takes into account the other currents
included in the model—to reduce the APD to a workable
level.

The major deficiency in our modified model is in the
shape of the action potential. From infinite-rest initial condi-
tions, the plateau phase is much depressed @trace 2 of Fig.
1~d!#, starting out about 30 mV hyperpolarized with respect
to that of the unmodified LR model @trace 1 of Fig. 1~d!#. A
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triangular action potential morphology with complete loss of
the plateau phase, similar to that seen in our modified model
@trace 3in Fig. 1~d!#, is also seen in some experimental ~e.g.,
Refs 27, 72! and modeling ~e.g., Ref. 36! work on spiral
waves. The existence of a nice plateau phase in the unmodi-
fied LR model is largely due to the fact that I si persists into
that phase, which is, in turn, a consequence of its artefactu-
ally slow inactivation, carried over unchanged from the BR
model. The other first-generation models also have a pro-
longed I si phase that serves to support the plateau. The
second-generation models employ either a long-lasting, sus-
tained component of the Ca11 current ~termed I Ca,L or I Ca,f

instead of I si! or the Na1–Ca11 exchange current I NaCa to
sustain the plateau phase.87 While action-potential-clamp ex-
periments show a long-lasting component when I Ca,L is
blocked,88 the current revealed by these AP-clamp experi-
ments is the sum of I Ca,L and any Ca11-activated currents
~especially I NaCa!. There is apressing need for incorporating
a more accurate characterization of I NaCa and internal Ca11

handling into ionic models.

Spira l waves in ioni c model s of homogeneous
preparations

Figure 3 shows a spiral wave in a homogeneous sheet
modeled by our modified form of the LR model. A main-
tained spiral wave—by which we mean the persistence, with-
out breakup, of a single spiral wave until the computation is
terminated—has previously been described in homogeneous
sheets of ventricular muscle using original and modified ver-
sions of four different ionic models: the Beeler and Reuter
~1977!50 model,19,30,33,36,38the Mogul et al. ~1984!52 model,17

the Drouhard and Roberge ~1987!53 ~BRDR! model,34,35,42

and the Noble et al. ~1991!57 model.37,39,40We are not aware
of any published reports using the LR model. We now go
through a detailed comparison of the results of these differ-
ent studies, and compare the strategies used by different au-
thors to obtain maintained spiral-wave activity.

Unlike the case with the Noble et al. ~1991! model, the
BR and BRDR models have had to be modified to allow
maintained spiral-wave activity. One strategy adopted
~which we have also taken! in the BR and BRDR models has
been to reduce the time constantstd andt f of I si , which has
the effect of reducing the APD, and thus the
wavelength.33,35,38,42The same effect is achieved in the BR
model by reducing gsi , usually in combination with areduc-
tion of gNa to reduce conduction velocity.19,36 The APD of
the spiral wave, which typically meanders, is reduced in
these cases to 4863—81631 ms ~Ref. 35!; ,100 ms @see
Fig. 1~b! of Ref. 36#, and ;25–200 ms ~see Figs. 12–14 of
Ref. 38!. In the work using the Mogul et al. ~1984! model,
@K1#o is increased throughout the entire sheet to 7 mM,
which reduces the wavelength since both conduction velocity
and APD would presumably be reduced.17

In one study employing the BRDR model,34 the bulk
resistivity @r in Eq. ~1!# was 10–12 kV cm, which is very
much higher than the nominal value of 0.2 kV cm found in
the literature ~which is what we use here!. The conduction
velocity of a plane wave at BCL5500 ms then falls to
8.5 cm s21, which is much lower than the value of
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35–65 cm s21 found in the BR, BRDR, LR and Noble et al.
~1991! models at a more physiological value of coupling
resistance29,33,35,37,38,67,69,70,89and in experiments on ven-
tricular muscle.28,29,69,80,81Hence, spiral-wave activity can be
seen, even though the APD is quite long ~245 ms at
BCL5500 ms!, since the low conduction velocity brings the
wavelength down to only ;2.1 cm at BCL5500 ms. During
spiral-wave activity, the APD fell to 96.7631.3 ms. Another
consideration to be kept in mind when examining the results
of this paper is that the high value of r makes the space
constant ~l! very small, which in turn then makes the dis-
cretization factor (Dx/l) quite large.90

In two studies where the unmodified Noble et al. ~1991!
model57 has been used,37,39 the APD during spiral-wave ac-
tivity is again quite small ~;100 and ;120 ms, resp.!. The
conduction velocity was ;0.4–0.5 m s21 for a solitary wave
in the first study, while it was not reported in the second
study. The APD at a long BCL is ;150–200 ms in this
guinea-pig model ~see Fig. 11 of Ref. 57!.

The approximate period of spiral-wave rotation reported
in these modeling studies is quite variable: >190 ms ~Ref.
33!, ;300 ms ~Ref. 19!, 200–235 ms ~Ref. 38!, 96.7636.8
ms ~Ref. 34!, 66–117 ms ~Ref. 35!, 100–110 ms ~Ref. 37!,
;100 ms ~Ref. 39!, and 70.5 ms ~Ref. 42!. The period of
spiral-wave rotation in our model (;75 ms) thus lies toward
the lower end of these results, presumably because the APD
is also lower.

The elements in the spiral core are depolarized: e.g., at
one site within the core there is continuous activity resem-
bling a sine-wave oscillating between 270 and 240 mV.
Similar activity has been seen in other modeling work ~e.g.,
Refs. 37, 91, and 92! and in experiments ~e.g., Ref. 72!. In
contrast, in the core of some atrial rotors, one can find dis-
crete electrotonic subthreshold events associated with block
of propagation into the center of the spiral wave from its
periphery ~Fig. 2 of Ref. 77!.

While we have focused above on ventricular muscle,
spiral-wave activity has also been described in models of
atrial muscle,65,66 Purkinje fiber,13 and the sinoatrial node.93

Meander in ioni c model s of homogeneous
preparations

The tip of a spiral wave can sometimes be found to be
following a closed circular or elliptical trajectory ~‘‘fixed
core’’!. Otherwise the tip meanders. There have been two
basic types of meander described in systematic studies on the
FitzHugh–Nagumo ~FHN! equations: simple meander and
hypercomplex meander.32 In simple meander, there is aqua-
siperiodic motion that arises from a torus bifurcation94,95

with the tip tracing out a nice regular geometric pattern, of-
ten flower-shaped ~see, e.g., Figs. 13–15 in Ref. 32!. In hy-
permeander, the nice floral patterns are lost, and replaced by
curves that are much more irregular ~see e.g., Fig. 16 of Ref.
32!. It has been shown that hypermeander in the FHN equa-
tions is chaotic at one particular set of parameter values.96

We know of only two instances in which fixed cores and
simple meander have been unambiguously described in ven-
tricular models: in the BR model when both gNa and gsi are
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reduced to approximately half-normal values,19,36 and in the
unmodified Noble et al. ~1991! model39 ~see, however, Ref.
37!. In the BR model modified so that the kinetics of I si are
more realistic,33,38 one sees atrajectory similar to that which
we find ~Figs. 3 ~i!–~l!!, which is somewhat reminiscent of
the hypercomplex meander seen in the FHN and Oregonator
equations.32 The nature of the bifurcations involved in the
transition from fixed core to simple meander to more com-
plex meander in models of ventricular muscle remains to be
sorted out, as does the question as to whether chaotic activity
is present. Finally, it is perhaps of interest to note, in the
context of our results involving type I spiral waves, that a
recent study on the FHN equations shows that the transition
from fixed-core motion to simple meander ‘‘i s determined by
the same conditions for the transition from wave–tip separa-
tion to attachment of the wave to the end of a thin ... unex-
citable strip ... .’’ 97

Spira l waves in experiment s on homogeneous
preparations

Based on topological considerations arising from the
phase-resetting response of limi t cycle oscillators,16,17 Win-
free suggested that a crossed-gradient stimulation protocol
should be capable of inducing spiral-wave activity in excit-
able cardiac tissue. This suggestion was first tested in intact
dog ventricle, using an array of extracellular recording elec-
trodes to record activation wave fronts.26 Reentrant activity
~most probably scroll wave in origin!, which degenerated
into fibrillation, was indeed produced. The first few circuits
of reentrant activity followed several of Winfree’s theoretical
predictions ~e.g., re direction of rotation; amplitude and tim-
ing characteristics of pair of stimuli!.

The activation sequence of crossed-gradient-induced re-
entrant activity in thin epicardial preparations has also been
mapped, using either a matrix of extracellular electrodes28 or
the voltage-sensitive-dye fluorescence technique.27,30,72 In
addition, spiral-wave activity has been seen in epicardial
sheets in which TTX was added to reduce excitability and
conduction velocity, when the mechanism of initiation in-
volves detachment from an inexcitable obstacle.29 While in
the bulk of these reports it is not clear how long the spiral
wave lasted, in one lab they persisted for up to an hour.28

When the spiral wave drifts and eventually anchors to an
inhomogeneity ~e.g., a small artery!, the spiral wave persists
for an indefinite period of time.72

In the most extensive report on the epicardial preparation
to date,72 the refractory period was 131 ms and the conduc-
tion velocity 0.1–0.4 m s21 at BCL5500 ms ~see also Table
2 of Ref. 69!, thus leading to awavelength of about 1–5 cm.
The core size was about 336 mm ~hemiaxial lengths!, the
spiral period 97–250 ms. In our modeling study the refrac-
tory period was considerably shorter ~79 ms! and the con-
duction velocity at BCL5500 ms larger (60 cm s21), lead-
ing to a wavelength ~7 cm! that is of about the same order of
magnitude as in the experimental work. Our spiral rotation
period ~75 ms! is toward the lower end of the experimentally
recorded range, and thus the APD during spiral-wave reentry
is considerably shorter. Our core diameter is about 5 mm,
which agrees with experiment.
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Spira l waves in epicardia l preparation s and
ventricula r arrhythmias

It is not clear to us why a maintained spiral wave, albeit
often drifting,27,72 can be seen in epicardial sheets, since
electrical stimulation of the intact ventricle generally induces
fibrillation and not monomorphic ventricular tachycardia.
This is true even when the crossed-gradient protocol is
used.26 There are several possible explanations for this
discrepancy.90,98,99One possibility is that propagation in the
epicardial sheets might be essentially two dimensional, and it
has been recently shown in modeling work that spiral- or
scroll-wave breakup, which might be the mechanism under-
lying the transition from tachycardia to fibrillation, is more
likely in three-dimensional propagation than in two-
dimensional propagation, for identical cell
characteristics.41,100,101Another possibility is that the epicar-
dial preparations are much more homogeneous than the in-
tact heart ~e.g., the apex-base gradient is removed!, thus
eliminating inhomogeneity-induced breakup. Drifting spiral
waves have been seen in relatively homogeneous epicardial
preparations,27,72as well as in two much more heterogeneous
preparations: pieces of ventricular muscle cooled to 28 °C–
30 °C, with half of each preparation treated with the drug
quinidine,102 and the intact ventricle cooled to 32 °C.18,20 It
has been suggested that spiral drift wil l result in arrhythmias
resembling polymorphic ventricular tachycardia18,72 or ven-
tricular fibrillation.20,21 It is well known that there are global
gradients in the electrophysiological properties of the heart
~e.g., apex-base, endocardium–epicardium! and spiral drift
can be seen in simple models with a global gradient.86,103

One way out of this dilemma is to allow that ventricular
fibrillation is actually the result of a single drifting spiral
wave,20,21 given that most stationary spiral waves in experi-
ments with epicardial sheets were anchored to inhomogene-
ities in the preparation, such as ‘‘anatomical
discontinuities’’27 or ‘‘small arteries or bands of connective
tissue.’’ 72 The stability of spiral waves in the optical studies
on perfused epicardial preparations might be artefactual, due
to inadequate oxygenation ~leading to decreased APD and
conduction velocity!, or pharmacological effects of the elec-
tromechanical uncoupling agent DAM ~e.g., making APD
smaller and the APD restitution curve less steep! ~Chialvo,
personal communication and Refs. 98, 99!. However, the
last-named eventuality does not explain spiral-wave induc-
tion in one case where DAM was not used.28 Finally, a re-
cent study reports that out of a total of 108 episodes of atrial
and ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation recorded in a va-
riety of preparations using extracellular recording tech-
niques, meander of one form or another was seen in only 11
instances of the cases where spiral-wave activity continued
for more than two cycles.31 In addition, the spiral-wave ac-
tivity was transient in these cases, producing no more than
seven turns before activity was extinguished.

Circu s movemen t versu s spira l wave

The diameter of the core of the spiral wave is ;5 mm in
our model at a spiral period of ;75 ms, which is very com-
parable with the elliptical core size of 3.135.5 mm ~hemi-
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axial lengths! reported in epicardial preparations.72 The core
circumference of ;1.5 cm in our model is also very similar
to the expected pathlength of a circus movement in the
model, which can be estimated from the wavelength at
BCL575 ms to be ;2 cm ~Fig. 2!. Recent experimental
work in guinea-pig ventricle at @Ca11#o51.25 mM shows
that circus movement reentry with a period of 9766.2 ms
can be produced around an anatomical obstacle ;2.5 cm in
circumference80 ~see, however, Ref. 104 for a detailed cri-
tique of this experiment!. The fact that this circumference is
comparable in size to that of a spiral core means that it might
not be easy to distinguish circus movement from spiral-wave
reentry when the grid spacing between measurement points
is relatively coarse (;5 –10 mm), as is common in whole-
ventricle work ~e.g., Ref. 105!. In addition, a nice spiraling
out of the activation wave fronts can be seen in
experimental80 and modeling92,106 work on circus move-
ments. One might also adopt the point of view that a circus
movement is a special form of spiral wave, since there is
clearly a structure analogous to a spiral tip anchored on the
circumference of the obstacle in simulations carried out on
the FHN equations.79 It would therefore be incorrect to infer
the absence of an anatomical obstacle simply because the
activation wave fronts far from the center have a spiral
shape. In fact, this observation suggests that it might be pref-
erable to use a less ambiguous term, such as rotor, to de-
scribe what we have been calling spiral waves above.

Spira l waves in model s of inhomogeneous
preparations

To date, there have been far fewer articles published on
modeling spiral-wave activity in an excitable medium with a
localized inhomogeneity or heterogeneity than on modeling
the homogeneous situation. The work on heterogeneous me-
dia in the cardiac context, starting over 30 years ago and
continuing up to the present time, has almost uniformly
involved individuals from the former Soviet
Union.9–13,29,86,97,106–113 Balakhovsky, Krinskii, and Khol-
opov elegantly used the simple phenomenological concepts
of conduction velocity, refractory period, and block to come
to their conclusions; Petrov and Fel’d and Shcherbunov et al.
used electrophysiological models; Reshetilov et al. used a
Weiner-type model; and the most recent papers have em-
ployed the FHN equations in two86,97,106,109,110,112,113or
three86,111spatial dimensions.

Type I spira l waves in heterogeneou s preparations
wit h an impenetrabl e inexcitabl e obstacle

When @K1#o520 mM, the ischemic area is inexcitable,
and one can obtain a type I spiral wave in response to fast
pacing ~Fig. 5!. Figures 5 and 6 show that there is a very
complex spatiotemporal feedback process involved in the in-
duction of the type I spiral wave. There are three stages in
obtaining a type I spiral wave: ~i! the wave front must sepa-
rate or detach from the obstacle so as to produce a ‘‘free
end’’ or ‘‘wave break’’ ~‘‘wave front separation’’ or ‘‘de-
tachment’’!; ~ii ! there must be enough space for this free end
to develop into aspiral tip and turn, avoiding reattachment or
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anchoring to the boundary of the ischemic area; and ~iii ! the
normal tissue outside of the obstacle must be able to support
a maintained spiral wave.

Wave front separation involving an inexcitable obstacle
has been produced either by fast pacing or by lowering the
excitability of the medium surrounding the obstacle. In all
cases reported to date, there is an extremely sharp corner at
the distal end of the obstacle. The extent to which this type
of geometry occurs in cardiac tissue is unclear. Perhaps the
first experimental work showing spiral-wave formation via
wave front separation was that carried out in the Belousov–
Zhabotinsky ~BZ! chemical reaction subjected to fast
pacing.110,114,115Similar activity was later described in thin
epicardial preparations of ventricular muscle with a piece cut
out so as to provide an inexcitable anatomical obstacle.29

Pacing at a very rapid rate ~BCL590–130 ms, which is at
most 10% above the BCL at which propagation failure oc-
curred! resulted in spiral waves with a rotation period of
140619 ms. Modeling studies with the FHN equations re-
ported similar phenomena.106,110

A decrease of excitability promotes separation and
spiral-tip formation in the BZ reaction.115 While a decrease
of excitability in the normal area around the obstacle leads to
separation and spiral-wave formation in a model of another
chemical reaction ~the oxidation of carbon monoxide on a
platinum catalyst surface!, separation but not spiral-wave
formation was reported in the accompanying experiments.116

In the epicardial preparation, addition of TTX, which blocks
I Na and so reduces excitability and conduction velocity, pro-
moted separation ~and the formation of a spiral wave that
made at least one turn! at a much longer BCL than needed in
the absence of TTX.29 While wave front separation was seen
in the accompanying modeling work on the LR model when
excitability was reduced by decreasing gNa, it is not clear
whether a maintained spiral wave was produced.29 Earlier
work in simple two-variable models of the FHN type, where
the conductance of the fast inward current was reduced,
showed wave front separation117,118that led to the induction
of a transient spiral wave.117 The mechanism proffered by
these authors, and others working with the BZ reaction,115 is
that separation occurs once the wave front curvature falls
beneath the critical value that wil l support conduction, at
which point there is a retraction or shrinking of the free end
~‘‘lateral instability’’ 119!. More recent work on equations of
the FHN type shows that rapid pacing can lead to separation
and spiral-tip formation that can be ‘‘chaotic,’’ with the ac-
tivity ‘‘resembling the initial stages of turbulence.’’120

Quantitative criteria for wave front separation from an inex-
citable barrier, based on the consideration of charge balance
in the FHN equations, have been derived,113 with the behav-
ior within the ‘‘boundary layer’’ immediately adjacent to the
obstacle being of critical importance.112

In our simulations involving a system with normal rest-
ing excitability and conduction velocity in the nonischemic
area, the three major requirements to obtain wave front-
separation-induced spiral-wave formation are a sufficiently
low BCL, a sufficiently large obstacle, and a sufficiently
sharp corner of the obstacle.

The first major effect of fast pacing is to gradually de-
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crease excitability, thus allowing the activation wave front to
detach from the obstacle.29,72,106,110,114,116,121Two other ma-
jor effects of fast pacing, reduction of APD and conduction
velocity, are then also crucial in reducing the wavelength to
a point that a spiral wave can form—otherwise, one might
have wave front detachment alone. The obstacle must also be
sufficiently large and have asufficiently sharp corner so as to
allow separation and to give the spiral tip sufficient space to
turn and thus avoid reattachment to the boundary of the
obstacle.29,106,114,115,121We have not explored these two cri-
teria systematically because of the heavy computational re-
quirements. However, we do not see wave front separation
when the angle of the upper right-hand corner of the sheet is
increased from 90° to 135° or when the width of the obstacle
~extension in the vertical direction! is reduced to 0.25 cm.
The influence of the sharpness of the corner ~and of anisot-
ropy! on the initiation of reentry is discussed in much greater
depth in a recent tutorial/review article.104

Type I spira l waves in heterogeneou s preparations
wit h a penetrabl e inexcitabl e obstacle

Although the ischemic area is inexcitable in our numeri-
cal experiments at @K1#o520 mM ~Figs. 5 and 6!, there is
still flow of current across the ischemic boundary ~‘‘pen-
etrable’’ obstacle!. Our simulations are thus not exactly com-
parable with the other works discussed immediately above,
all of which use ‘‘impenetrable’’ obstacles with zero-flux
Neumann boundary conditions. Use of impenetrable bound-
ary conditions is only appropriate in modeling the later
stages of myocardial infarction, following cell-to-cell uncou-
pling, cell death, and fibrosis. If one wishes to simulate the
acute phase of myocardial ischemia, one must use penetrable
boundary conditions.

We also carried out other simulations, setting impen-
etrable, rather than penetrable, boundary conditions along the
edges of the ischemic area. We find that spiral-wave forma-
tion occurs at a slightly lower BCL ~75 ms! than when pen-
etrable boundary conditions are used with @K1#o520 mM in
the ischemic area ~BCL571 ms!. We are not aware of any
other simulations producing type I spiral waves using a pen-
etrable inexcitable obstacle.

There must also be achange in the BCL at which wave
front-separation-induced spiral-wave formation wil l occur as
@K1#o in the ischemic area is systematically lowered through
values below 20 mM, due to the fact that, in the limi t of
@K1#o in the ischemic area approaching @K1#o in the normal
area, wave front separation cannot occur, since one then has
a perfectly homogeneous medium.

Type I spira l waves in heterogeneou s preparations
wit h an excitabl e obstacle

A type I spiral wave can also be produced at
@K1#o510.5 mM, at which level the ischemic area is not
completely inexcitable, but rather has reduced excitability
~Fig. 8!. Unlike the situation at @K1#o520 mM, wave front
separation is not involved. We are not aware of any prior
modeling work showing this route to the induction of spiral-
wave activity. In one other study on an excitable inhomoge-
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neity, which used the FHN model in a three-dimensional
geometry replicating the geometry of the ventricles,111 a
transient spiral wave ~more correctly, ascroll ring! that made
three turns and was then extinguished was elicited by a
S1–S2 protocol. This was aconsequence of a wave break that
occurred at the ischemic border, due to the fact that the re-
fractory period of the ischemic area ~but not that of the nor-
mal tissue! was longer than the S1S2 interval. However, we
do not know if the mechanism involved there bears any re-
semblance to that involved in generating a type I or type II
spiral wave at @K1#o510.5 mM in our study.

One fact that we find particularly intriguing about the
production of a type I spiral wave at @K1#o510.5 mM is that
a type II spiral wave wil l result should two fewer stimuli be
delivered ~Fig. 7!. This phenomenon might be one counter-
part of the well-known fact that ventricular tachycardias with
different cycle times and morphologies can be provoked in
patients during electrophysiological testing by changing the
stimulation protocol. One other interesting report of bistabil-
ity in a cardiac context involving a spiral wave is the coex-
istence of a spiral wave with a spiral-like circus movement
around an anatomical obstacle.79

Type II spira l waves in heterogeneou s preparations

A type II spiral wave ~Fig. 7! by definition occurs only
when the obstacle is excitable ~and thus penetrable!. This is
exactly the condition of the ischemic area during the earliest
phases of acute myocardial ischemia. Indeed it is the reduced
excitability and conduction velocity leading to block within
the ischemic area that is commonly implicated in the genesis
of ischemic arrhythmias.49,105,122–124 Unidirectional block is
clearly involved in the induction of the type II spiral wave in
Fig. 7, as in the classic circus movement.

It is well known that extrasystoles or PVCs often origi-
nate either from within the ischemic area itself or from the
immediately adjacent normal area.123 Our type II extrasysto-
les arise as a consequence of reentry within the ischemic
area, with activity emerging from the border area into the
normal area. As in experimental work, before extrasystoles
are seen, one also obtains ‘‘continuous electrical activity’’
throughout the entire diastolic interval ~‘‘diastolic
bridging’’!.49,125–127

In our simulations of type II behavior, the activation
wave front must travel along the entire length of the top edge
of the ischemic area and turn around the upper-right corner
before it can enter the ischemic area @Fig. 7~m!#. The situa-
tion is thus similar to that described in asimple Wiener-type
model, where the refractory period of the inhomogeneity is
longer than that of the normal medium around it; the wave
front breaks when it encounters the inhomogeneity and then
keeps traveling until the inhomogeneity is out of its refrac-
tory period, whereupon the wave front enters the inhomoge-
neity ~see Fig. 1 of Ref. 108!. Similar behavior has been
described during ischemia.49,128,129Should the length of the
ischemic area ~extension in the horizontal direction in Fig. 4!
be increased, or @K1#o lowered somewhat, or both, one
might expect the wave front to enter the ischemic area across
the top edge before it reaches the upper-right corner. In that
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case, a spiral wave similar to that seen in an early simulation
with the FHN equations in an inhomogeneous sheet might be
produced, with the spiral tip lying, at least initially , within
the ischemic area ~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 109!.

Should the width of the ischemic area ~extension in ver-
tical direction in Fig. 4! be increased instead, and the zone
placed in the center of the sheet, one can see from asymme-
try argument that a pair of counter-rotating type II spiral
waves might form,14,109 displaying activity resembling what
is called ‘‘figure-of-eight’’ reentry commonly seen in experi-
mental ischemia.128,129 In this form of reentry, there is a
shared common pathway lying within the ischemic area, and
the centres of the two spiral waves can lie not much farther
apart than the diameter of the spiral-wave core.130 In the case
of the type I spiral wave, with this geometry one would
obtain two counter-rotating spiral waves initially with well-
separated cores.106

Prelud e to inductio n of typ e II spiral-wav e activity

The size of the ischemic area is presumably only one of
the many parameters ~e.g., another one being @K1#o! that
control the number of turns made by the type II spiral wave.
In Fig. 7, the spiral wave was transient, dying out after only
two turns. However, it is possible to obtain longer-lasting
spiral-wave activity. Figure 9 shows an example in which
increasing the vertical extension of the ischemic area to 1.0
cm from 0.75 cm resulted in the spiral wave making nine
turns before being extinguished. It is our hypothesis that as
the size of the ischemic area grows, the number of nondriven
extrasystoles ~PVCs! produced in response to pacing at a
given rate wil l gradually increase until a sustained type II
spiral wave is eventually formed ~see also Kholopov,
196912!. We believe that the increase in the number of non-
driven beats with an increasing size of ischemic area ~or
increasing @K1#o in an ischemic area! is connected with the
experimental125 and clinical131 observations that, as ischemia
becomes more profound, the frequency of isolated PVCs
tends to increase, producing ‘‘doublets’’ and ‘‘triplets,’ ’ until
salvos of PVCs occur, followed by a run of ventricular ta-
chycardia that rapidly degenerates into fibrillation.

Both entrance and exit block clearly occur within the
ischemic area as the BCL is decreased during decremental

FIG. 9. A multiturn type II spiral wave ~@K1#o510.5 mM in the ischemic
area!. The vertical dimension of the ischemic area is increased by 0.25 cm
so that the size of the ischemic area is now 0.75 cm31.0 cm. The second
turn of the spiral wave is illustrated. The sequence of BCLs is the same as in
Fig. 7.
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pacing before the type II spiral wave is induced ~Fig. 7!. We
thus expect that, for a given ischemic zone ~i.e., size, place-
ment, and level of @K1#o!, there would be anice bifurcation
sequence seen in the pattern of activation should BCL be
held steady for a prolonged enough period of time at each
BCL to allow the determination of the steady-state pattern of
activation. For example, previous modeling work has shown
that, as BCL is decreased, a direct transition to 2:1 block is
seen in a homogeneous one-dimensional Purkinje fiber cable,
and Wenckebach-like rhythms occur when the cable is made
heterogeneous by inserting a central segment of diminished
excitability and coupling.132 In a homogeneous one-
dimensional BR cable there is a direct transition to alternans
and then to 2:1 block as BCL is decreased.67

Wenckebach126–129 and 2:1 block,105,122,126 as well as
alternans105,122,123,133have been described in the ischemic
ventricle in the prelude to induction of reentrant arrhythmias.
Indeed, it has been suggested that the detection of subtle
alternans on the ECG can be used as an index of
vulnerability.134,135

For a type II spiral wave to be induced, one must stop
pacing after a critical number of stimuli; pacing continued
beyond this point results in the collision and mutual annihi-
lation of the reentering wave front with the next stimulated
wave front ~Fig. 8!. Analogous behavior, producing ‘‘con-
cealed reentry,’’ is seen in experimental work.129,136

Direction s for the future

Perhaps the major weakness in our model is the rather
simplistic description of the border zone and the effects of
ischemia thereon. First, we have used a very sharp corner
with a very acute corner angle ~90°! to obtain a type I spiral
wave. The arrhythmogenic potential of the type I spiral wave
wil l depend on how sharp the corner must be in order to
obtain that kind of spiral wave. Second, while we use astep
discontinuity in @K1#o at the edge of the ischemic area, there
is actually a gradient in @K1#o over a distance of ;1 cm in
the electrophysiologic border zone.82 Thus, in future simula-
tions, a graded, spatially distributed border zone should be
used. The decreased excitability present throughout the bor-
der zone should make wave front detachment and type I
spiral-wave initiation easier at a longer BCL.29,115–118 There
has been prior work showing the initiation of a transient
spiral wave in a sheet with a global gradient,13 and it has
been shown that a drifting spiral wave can generate an ECG
resembling fibrillation.20,21

Models used in future simulations on ischemic reentry
should incorporate the Na1–K1 pump, internal Ca11 dy-
namics, and the Na–Ca exchanger ~as all the existing
‘‘second-generation’’ models mentioned above presently do!
because of the well-known arrhythmogenic effect of in-
creased intracellular @Na1# or @Ca11#. In addition, the ATP-
activated K1 current I K,ATP ~Ref. 61! and the transient out-
ward current I to ~Refs. 56 and 137! should be included in the
model. The known pH dependence of several of the currents
should also be incorporated into such a model.

Our model is for the earliest part of ischemia—phase Ia
~2–10 min post-occlusion!—where changes in intercellular
ll Rights Reserved.
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coupling do not appear to play a major role in the induction
of reentry.138 Modeling of the reentrant arrhythmias occur-
ring in the phase Ib ~12–30 min post-occlusion!138 and in the
later phase II  ~several hours to several days
post-infarct!126–128 stages of acute myocardial infarction will
necessitate incorporation into the model of the changes in
gap–junctional coupling known to take place.138,139 The
slowing of conduction in this setting wil l facilitate the induc-
tion and maintenance of reentrant activity. Anisotropy, espe-
cially in the setting of slowed conduction, is important in
phase II arrhythmogenesis,140 and so should definitely be in-
cluded in any model of late arrhythmias @see, however, Win-
free ~1997!104#.

In our simulations, the ionic model was modified in or-
der to lower the APD and thus the wavelength sufficiently to
obtain a sustained spiral wave. Increases in computational
power wil l permit simulations in a sheet large enough to
support reentrant activity with a longer wavelength. In a
model with a longer wavelength, the maintained type I spiral
wave we describe here in the normal area might break up
into the more complicated pattern of irregularly circulating
multiple spiral waves, which might be a form of spatiotem-
poral chaos.23,141,142 Indeed, we have already seen very
irregular activity when pacing is continued at @K1#o

510.5 mM beyond the point in time at which a type I spiral
wave would form ~Fig. 10!. There is acontinual production
of new activation wave fronts ~e.g., a blob along the right
margin of the ischemic area in Fig. 10~b!, which is travelling
downward, is about to pinch off!, with up to four wave fronts
simultaneously existing on the sheet @Fig. 10~c!#. Use of a
larger sheet wil l also allow a scaling up of the size of the
ischemic area, which wil l then permit observation of the phe-
nomena we describe above, but with a longer APD and a
longer spiral-rotation period, both of which would be more
characteristic of reentry in the canine,122,143 porcine,105 or
human144 ventricle. This wil l then open up the door to ex-
ploring spontaneous initiation of spiral waves—which might
then rapidly break up26—at a normal heart rate, which is
presumably the mechanism underlying the malignant ven-
tricular arrhythmias seen during the natural history of acute
myocardial infarction.
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